A snow __ is a good defense against a snowball attack
You lose most of your heat through your __, so wear a hat
Lay on your back and move your arms and legs to make one
Insulated __ can make a big difference if you're hiking in the snow
If you're going to eat the snow, make sure it's __
A __ is a good place to relax after a day of skiing
If you're not careful, your car could do this in the snow
A major winter __ can bring several inches to several feet of snow
If the wind blows the snow around, these may form
Supposedly, no two snow __ are exactly the same
Warm, waterproof __ make a big difference when playing in the snow
A popular sport in areas with long, cold winters
These are formed by melting and refreezing water above the ground
Some people would rather just sit __ and watch the snow come down
If you like snow, even having to __ it isn't too bad
It's not just a sport, it's an industry
Ice __ can be done on a lake if the ice is thick enough
This is best done on a rink or a well-frozen lake
Kids and adults like to make __ from stacked balls of snow
Dress in layers of __ to keep from getting too hot or cold
Great activity for thrill seekers if you can find a hill
If the kids are old enough, a __ fight can be fun
How skiers get to the top of the mountain
Hot __ makes a good treat after playing outside
A great place to warm up once you come inside
Let it snow, let it snow, __ __ __...
Areas with __ often get more snow than flat regions
Like surfing on the snow, but learning how can be tough

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __
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